Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Polyphenylene dendrimers (PPDs) are highly branched, monodisperse macromolecules that are shape-persistent because their backbone consists of substituted benzene rings (Feng et al. [@CR24]; Hammer and Müllen [@CR35]; Imai and Arai [@CR41]; Shen et al. [@CR82]; Stangenberg et al. [@CR84], [@CR85]; Türp et al. [@CR93]; Wiesler et al. [@CR100]). Thus, these dendrimers are extremely stable and can be modified in a site-specific manner since their dendrons cannot reorient due to the rigidity of the backbone (Baumgarten, [@CR8]). PPDs have three levels: the core, scaffold, and surface, where it is possible to synthetically tailor the functionalities at all three stages. It is this synthetic versatility that has led to the evolution in the applications for PPDs from nanographenes to complex macromolecules that have been incorporated into organic electronics, used as weakly coordinating anions and cations and even mimicked biologically relevant proteins, among many other applications (Hammer et al. [@CR36]; Müller and Müllen [@CR63]). The hope of this perspective is to outline the advantages and achievements of PPDs as compared to other hyperbranched and dendritic materials and to encourage the next wave of synthetic achievements in the field.

It is important to note the differences between polyphenylene dendrimers and other dendrimer families such as poly(amidoamide) (PAMAM) and poly(propylene imine) (PPI), as it is these differences that allow PPDs to be synthesized and applied in such unique ways. One of the most important aspects lies in the shape-persistent nature of PPDs. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the chemical structure of a second-generation PPD (1), PPI (2), and PAMAM (3). The PPD consists of a rigid phenylene-based backbone, while PAMAM and PPI have flexible aliphatic backbones. This difference in the rigidity of the backbones explains why PPDs are shape-persistent, and can thus be synthesized with nano-site precision, as compared to some other dendrimers that can undergo conformational rearrangements leading to a structural equilibrium of where chemical functionalities are located. This reduced conformational flexibility is a key aspect when considering chemically modifying the core, scaffold, and surface of a dendrimer, because PPDs can be functionalized at any of those levels in a site-specific manner and their exact location is known, and, thus, the targeted properties of the macromolecules (Hammer and Müllen [@CR35]; Narita et al. [@CR65]; Watson et al. [@CR96]).Fig. 1Chemical structures of a second-generation PPD, PPI, and PAMAM dendrimer

In general, dendrimers are classified as being "core dense" because their dendritic arms consist of flexible molecules that adopt a random coil orientation which can lead to their collapsing around the core (Astruc [@CR3]; Newkome and Shreiner [@CR66]; Maraval et al. [@CR53]; Rosenfeldt et al. [@CR77]; Tomalia et al. [@CR91]). Such properties can be a disadvantage if specific chemical functionalities are supposed to be on the exterior of a dendrimer, as they are actually engulfed within the interior of the structure. This is where the shape persistence of PPDs and their "semi-rigid" dendrons is advantageous, because they cannot undergo such conformational rearrangements. Thus, without the possibility of back bending of dendron arms, the surface moieties are always on the outside of the dendrimers. PPDs are rightfully classified as "surface dense" dendrimers with defined interior cavities (Bieri et al. [@CR13]; Wind et al. [@CR102]) As the dendrimers are synthesized to higher generations (i.e., larger molecules) the surface-bound phenylene groups grow closer together and become sterically congested which leads to a globular shape. The shape-persistent, globular structure of PPDs has been confirmed by AFM, TEM, computer simulations, and solid-state NMR spectroscopy. Doing solid-state NMR spectroscopy with rapid magic angle spinning illustrated the restricted rotation of the interior versus exterior phenyl rings in the MHz regime, where the terminal rings had fast vibrations as compared to the slow dynamics of the core and scaffold phenylene groups due to restricted movement (Wind et al. [@CR102]). AFM and TEM images of polyphenylene dendrimers show globular structures based on the generation, and the overall shape was dependent on the geometry which is determined by the chosen dendrimer core (Stangenberg et al. [@CR84], [@CR85]; Zhang et al. [@CR107]; Brocorens et al. [@CR15]; Carbone et al. [@CR17]; Melnikov et al. [@CR54]; Rosenfeldt et al. [@CR77]; Wind et al. [@CR101]). X-ray structural analysis of polyphenylene dendrimers showed their single-crystal structure to be a network of rigid, twisted phenylene rings and open voids between the dendrons in the macromolecular interior, while the surface density increases at higher generations (Pisula et al. [@CR72]). Furthermore, small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) was performed on a fourth-generation PPD synthesized from a biphenyl core and it displayed a "shell dense" architecture that was attributed to the rigidity of the phenylene backbone. Once again, this is in stark contrast to most dendrimers, such as PAMAM and PPI, because those macromolecules can undergo conformational rearrangements of their flexible arms and are therefore considered core dense materials (Fre [@CR25]; Gillies and Fréchet [@CR27]; Grayson and Fre [@CR29]; Kannan et al. [@CR44]; Rosenfeldt et al. [@CR77]; Ruiz et al. [@CR79]).

The versatility in the synthesis of polyphenylene dendrimers combined with their monodisperse, shape-persistent, and structural perfection opens the door to unprecedented applications. This perspective will provide an overview of complex syntheses of various PPDs at their core, scaffold, and surface with a correlation of how these modifications influence their bulk properties. Ideally, a story will develop between how state-of-the-art dendrimer syntheses have led to unprecedented applications ranging from organic electronic active layers, functional nanographenes, biomimicking macromolecules, nanocarriers for therapeutic drugs, and many more.

Synthesis and functionalization of polyphenylene dendrimers {#Sec2}
===========================================================

The unique shape-persistent, monodisperse nature of polyphenylene dendrimers is derived from their synthesis consisting of a core, whose structure dictates the number of arms and geometry of the dendrimer, and building blocks, which control the chemical functionalization of the scaffold and surface, as well as the generation of the macromolecule (i.e., dendrimer size) (Li et al. [@CR50]; Wiesler et al. [@CR100]; Zhang et al. [@CR108], [@CR109]). There are two synthetic pathways to form PPDs: a convergent and divergent approach. Convergent methods usually use a transition-metal cross-coupling reaction between a halide-functionalized aromatic core and dendrons possessing either a halide or boronate species; however, these reactions are not always quantitative so nearly all PPDs are synthesized via the divergent growth mechanism. In this case, a \[4 + 2\] Diels-Alder cycloaddition reaction between an ethynyl modified core and building blocks consisting of cyclopentadienone groups takes place to grow the dendrimer from the inside out (Morgenroth et al. [@CR61]; Qin et al. [@CR74]; Wiesler and Müllen [@CR99]; Wiesler et al. [@CR100]). This is significant not only in producing monodisperse macromolecules but also in that the only requirement for the reaction is to have a diene and dienophile that are stable at elevated temperatures (i.e., \~ 135--170 °C). The synthetic versatility enables the incorporation of numerous chemical functionalities at the core, scaffold, and/or on the surface of PPDs in a site-specific manner. Additionally, the Diels-Alder reaction is quantitative with irreversible conversions meaning the product is stable (Andreitchenko et al. [@CR1]; Nguyen et al. [@CR68], [@CR69]). In contrast, some dendrimer families have flexible arms that can limit access to the growing chain ends due to conformational rearrangements and utilize a growth mechanism that is reversible. This synthetic approach may lead to an equilibrium of products, which limits quantitative synthesis and forms defects (Caminade and Majoral [@CR16]; Hernandez-Lopez et al. [@CR38]; Jansen et al. [@CR42]; Newkome and Shreiner [@CR66]; Maraval et al. [@CR53]; Tomalia et al. [@CR91]). Therefore, the synthetic strategy and shape-persistent nature of PPDs may be more likely to produce monodisperse, defect-free dendrimers with more predictable properties.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} outlines the general synthesis for PPDs starting with a core (gray sphere), scaffold building blocks (green spheres), and surface building blocks (blue and red spheres). A core molecule is chosen based on the desired chemical functionality of the dendrimer center, and the geometry of the macromolecule (i.e., number and relative orientation of the arms). As previously mentioned, the only requirement for a core is that it has free ethynyl groups (dienophile) and is stable at elevated temperatures so a wide variety of molecules can be introduced into the dendrimer core.Fig. 2General synthetic scheme for PPDs

The scaffold building blocks (green spheres) are used to modify the interior cavity of PPDs (i.e., their scaffold), and they utilize a cyclopentadienone structure (diene). These cyclopentadienone molecules undergo the \[4 + 2\] Diels-Alder cycloaddition with the core to form a new benzene ring and the first generation of the dendrimer, and extrude carbon monoxide as a by-product. Typically, the chemical moieties at the 2- and 5-phenyl positions introduce hydrophobic or hydrophilic properties to the scaffold, and the 3- and 4-phenyl moieties have triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) ethynyl groups. The TIPS can be deprotected upon exposure to tetrabutyl ammonium fluoride (TBAF) to yield free ethynyl groups that can undergo subsequent cycloaddition to grow the dendrimers. These scaffold building blocks are classified as AB~2~ monomers because they turn one ethynyl into two new ethynyl groups after the initial Diels-Alder reaction and TIPS deprotection. AB~4~ scaffold building blocks can also be synthesized where TIPS ethynyl functionalities are at the 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-phenyl positions, where deprotection with TBAF yields four free ethynyl groups to grow the next generation. Thus, they are named AB~4~ monomers for their ability to convert a single ethynyl moiety to four. Surface building blocks (blue and red spheres) use the same cyclopentadienone structure, but they are chemically modified on the 3- and 4-phenyl groups, which influence the surface properties of the PPDs. Once again, the only requirement for the building blocks is to have a cylcopentadienone base and be stable at elevated temperatures and this synthetic flexibility has allowed for the integration of a wide-range of chemical functionalities into the dendrimer core, scaffold, or onto its surface. Additionally, it is important to look at the general synthesis of a cyclopentadienone, which utilizes a Knoevenagel condensation of a diphenyl acetone- and benzyl-based molecules, since this is the step where the building blocks are chemically modified. One can synthesize homogenous PPDs if *R*′ and *R*″ are the same functionality, while unsymmetric dendrimers can be achieved by varying *R′* and *R″*. For example, cyclopentadienones were synthesized with a phenyl or ethynyl functionalized phenyl group at the 3-position and perylenedicarboximide (PMI) at the 4-position. This molecule underwent sequential Diels-Alder cycloaddition reactions from a terrylenetetracarbondiimide (TDI) core (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, molecule 9) to form an unsymmetrical PPD (Grimsdale et al. [@CR32]). These dendrimers display vectorial energy transfer from the surface to the core dye and their properties will be further discussed in section "[What is on the outside matters](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}."Fig. 3Commonly used core molecules for PPD syntheses and cyclodehydrogenation of a PPD to form a nanographene derivative

While this perspective focuses on polyphenylene dendrimers, it is critical to note their analogous hyperbranched polyphenylene counterparts. While their molecular make-up is very similar as they both are composed of a polyphenylene backbone, there are structural differences between the families that significantly influence their structural properties. Hyperbranched polyphenylenes are synthesized from AB~2~ monomers that typically utilize either palladium or nickel catalyzed aryl-aryl cross-coupling (Suzuki or Yamamoto) or Diels-Alder \[4 + 2\] cycloadditions (Morgenroth and Müllen [@CR60]; "Water-Soluble Hyperbranched Polyphenylene," n.d.; Zhi et al. [@CR110]). These macromolecules typically have a high polydispersity index (\> 2) which leads to defects and a lack of structural/chemical control, as compared to PPDs that are synthesized via sequential Diels-Alder cycloaddition that are monodisperse macromolecules (defect-free) with defined structures (Morgenroth et al. [@CR61]; Morgenroth and Müllen [@CR60]; Maraval et al. [@CR53]; Morgenroth [@CR59]; Water-soluble hyperbranched polyphenylene, [@CR95]). Furthermore, hyperbranched polyphenylenes have been synthesized and cross-linked with 1,3,5-tris(azidomethyl) benzene to stabilize their morphologies, which is a necessity for their use as low-dielectric matrix material in microelectronics (Pötzsch and Voit [@CR73]). Despite any imperfections of hyperbranched polyphenylenes, they have successfully been used in light-emitting devices, as low dielectric materials, and in self-assembly applications. However, the monodisperse, shape-persistent and stable qualities of PPDs have led to more sophisticated macromolecules which have been introduced into applications ranging from pristine light emitting devices to chemical sensors and even as nanocarriers for therapeutic drugs (Nguyen et al. [@CR68], [@CR69]; Türp et al. [@CR93]).

It all starts with the core {#Sec3}
===========================

A core molecule is chosen based on the desired number and relative orientation of the dendron arms, and while the species must be stable to the elevated temperatures of a Diels-Alder cycloaddition reaction, there is extensive flexibility when choosing such a compound. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates many commonly used core functionalities which are normally benzene-based motifs, such as benzene-(4), biphenyl-(5), tetraphenylmethane-(6), and hexaphenylbenzene-based molecules (7) (Andreitchenko et al. [@CR1]; Mihov et al. [@CR56]; Wiesler et al. [@CR100]). Each molecule has a different number of arms and geometry around the central atom, so which molecule is used depends on the desired shape, surface density, and steric access to the scaffold for the final dendrimer. In the mid-1990s, such molecules were used to synthesize PPDs that were converted to the first reported nanographenes (Bieri et al. [@CR12]; Müller and Müllen [@CR63]; Narita et al. [@CR65]). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the dendrimer product of core 3 undergoing a threefold Diels-Alder cycloaddition with 2,3,4,5-tetraphenylcyclopentadienone and subsequent oxidative cyclodehydrogenation combined with planarization to a nanographene (Andreitchenko et al. [@CR1]; Wu et al. [@CR103]; Blankenburg et al. [@CR14]). Polyphenylene dendrimers were the first reported precursors for synthetic graphene materials where their dimensions could be controlled through the geometry and size (generation) of the PPDs, leading to unprecedented control of synthetic graphene-based macromolecules, which will be further covered in section "[Looking Forward](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" (Angelova et al. [@CR2]; Dössel et al. [@CR21]; El Hamaoui et al. [@CR23]; Müller and Müllen [@CR63]; Narita et al. [@CR64], [@CR65]; Rao et al. [@CR76]; Schlütter et al. [@CR81]; Wu et al. [@CR104])

In addition to simple benzene-based molecules, pyrene (8) and terrylenetetracarbondiimide (TDI) (9) have been introduced into the core of PPDs to control their optical properties. A second-generation dendrimer was synthesized from a pyrene core that incorporated four triphenylene units within the scaffold and had 16 triphenylamines (TPA) attached to the surface, in hopes of promoting hole capturing and injection of the TPA units and resonant transfer of the excitation energy from the triphenylenes towards the pyrene core. These dendrimers were used in an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and their multilayer structure led to a highly stable blue emission with a brightness of 1440 cd/m^2^ (Bernhardt et al. [@CR10], [@CR11]; Zhang et al. [@CR108], [@CR109]; Zöphel et al. [@CR112]). In another case, a first-generation PPD that had a pyrene core was synthesized with different aryl-amine groups (diphenylamine, phenylnaphthylamine, etc.). These macromolecules also had a layer-by-layer design to encourage energy transfer from the surface to the pyrene center and achieved a pure blue emission with CIE coordinates of (0.16, 0.21) and a luminance as high as 3700 cd/m^2^. A TDI core was used to synthesize a third-generation dendrimer that had perylenedicarboximdes (PMI) bond to the scaffold and naphthalenedicarboximide (NMI) groups attached to the surface (Grimsdale et al. [@CR32]; Gronheid et al. [@CR33]; Herrmann et al. [@CR39]; Métivier et al. [@CR55]; Minard-Basquin et al. [@CR57]; Weil et al. [@CR98]). This design intended to use a stepwise vectorial energy transfer from the surface NMI units through the interior PMI moieties towards the TDI core and resulted in a light harvesting dendrimer that displayed absorption over the whole visible spectrum and little leaching of the excitation energy.

Traditionally, polyphenylene dendrimers were synthesized from organic core molecules; however, it is also possible to build them around transition-metal species through terminal ligation. Utilizing cyclic metallophthalocyanine functionalized dendrons led to the introduction of cobalt into the dendrimer core. The four dendrons selectively shielded the cobalt limiting its axial coordination for pyridine derivatives of various sizes, while the cobalt core improved the solubility of the PPDs in polar solvents (Kimura et al. [@CR45]; Waybright et al. [@CR97]). The optical properties of these dendrimers fluctuated upon interactions with gaseous pyridine-based molecules making them options for chemosensors. Alternatively, cobalt was functionalized with cyclopentadienyl (dicarbonyl) groups with available ethynyl end moieties, and these groups were reacted via Diels-Alder cycloaddition reaction with cyclopentadienones to form first-generation PPDs. In a similar approach, the four dendrons shielded the core cobalt to stabilize its electro-active 17 electron state, which led to an increased oxidation potential of 0.83 V, which also imparted stability of the active metal to air and water.

In a different approach, iridium (III) ions were inserted into a dendrimer core to manipulate its stability and optical properties (Qin et al. [@CR74], [@CR75]), Fac-tris(2-benzo \[b\]thiophenylpyridyl)-based dendrons were synthesized and coordinated to an iridium(III) species, and first- through third-generation dendrimers were made from free surface-bound ethynyl groups. The surface of these PPDs was modified with triphenyl amines and these multi-layered dendrimers showed absorptions between 300 and 350 nm, an emission maximum at \~ 624 nm, and CIE coordinates of (0.63--0.68, 0.32) depending on the generation. These values indicate a pure red emission as referenced against the National Television System Committee standard for red subpixels (0.67, 0.33), and therefore viable options for OLED devices.

Utilizing polyphenylene dendrons as ligands can influence more than just the optical or catalytic properties of transition metals, it can also open the door for more complex architectures. One instance was when polyphenylene dendrons were functionalized with bipyridine ligands that underwent a ligand exchange with 4,4-bis (TIPS-ethynyl)-2,2′-bipyridine units coordinated to a cationic ruthenium complex. Based on the extent of ligand exchange, it was possible to achieve up to an octahedral geometry around the ruthenium core, while the dendrons were built up to the third generation (Grimes et al. [@CR30]; Haberecht et al. [@CR34]). This process produced large, asymmetric Ru cations with an ability to manipulate their geometry (octahedral), symmetry around the catalytic core, and, thus, the reactivity of the ruthenium ion, which had not been previously observed.

As synthetic techniques and objectives have evolved, so too have the desired properties of polyphenylene dendrimers based on more complex chemical structures. One of the more unique examples is in the field of weakly coordinating ions (WCIs) where either an anion (boron) (Türp et al. [@CR92]) or cation (phosphorus) (Moritz et al. [@CR62]) was inserted as the dendrimer core and PPDs up to the third generation were synthesized around them. WCIs are extremely appealing as materials for ionic liquids, electrochemistry, catalysis, and battery applications. Conceptually the large, rigid dendritic arms shield the Coulombic forces between associative ion pairs (i.e., the core and a counter ion) which allows for controlling the distance between the two species. By tuning the size (i.e., generation) of the cationic phosphorus- and anionic boron-based species and mixing them in the solution, it was possible to determine the Bjerrum length (λ~B~), the characteristic separation distance between two ions at which Coulombic interactions are balanced by thermal energy (Moritz et al. [@CR62]). Additionally, it was possible to dissolve these cationic and anionic salts in unpolar solvents (hexane, diethyl ether, toluene) based on the hydrophobic nature of the shielding polyphenylene dendrons, which represent a unique class of WCIs that have a range of solubilities.

The application of such rigid WCIs was expanded to ion-pair shielding studies by introducing stimuli-responsive azobenzene groups into the dendrimer backbone (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) (Nguyen et al. [@CR68], [@CR69]). Azobenzenes are known to undergo a reversible *cis/trans* photoisomerization upon exposure to 365 nm (*trans to cis*) and 450 nm (*cis to trans*) radiation. A second-generation dendrimer was synthesized from the boron-based anion where eight azobenzene moieties were placed between the first and second generations. The dendrimers were exposed to 450-nm light to promote the *cis* to *trans* isomerization to fully extend the backbone, and it was determined that these macromolecules had a hydrodynamic radius of \~ 1.9 nm. When these "open" PPDs were mixed with positively charged cations (tetrabutyl ammonium (TBA)), these positively charged species had less steric hindrance to the negatively charged core. However, upon irradiating the dendrimers with 365 nm to "close" the PPDs, the hydrodynamic radius shrunk to \~ 1.6 nm and the more densely packed dendrons shielded the anionic core from the TBA cations. The most significant effect on the size of these macromolecules was found in their conductivity, where the *cis* form had \~ 20--25% higher molar conductivity than the *trans* form, which also had a maximum value of 41.6 cm^2^ mol^−1^. This process opened to door to a new field of stimuli-responsive WCIs where the size (i.e., dendrimer generation) can be tuned to control the Coulombic interactions between ion pairs.Fig. 4Illustration of size and density switching of a rigidly dendronized anion by azobenzene photoisomerization, and the structure of borate salt X, which bears eight azobenzene units throughout its dendrimer scaffold. (Reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons (2013)) (Nguyen et al. [@CR68], [@CR69]; Türp et al. [@CR92])

Defining the Dendrimer scaffold {#Sec4}
===============================

One of the most significant achievements in the field of dendrimer synthesis occurred when polyphenylene dendrimers were synthesized up to the ninth-generation associated with a 1.9 MDa molecular weight, while maintaining their monodisperse (perylene diimide (PDI) less than 1.05) and shape-persistent nature, as characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and MALDI-TOF spectrometry (Nguyen et al. [@CR68], [@CR69]). It had previously been impossible to synthesize such large molecular weight, defined dendrimers due to steric limitations and unavoidable side reactions, especially for the surface dense PPD family. However, this obstacle was overcome by using cyclopentadienones with phenylene extensions to build the dendrimers that alleviated the steric strain of the synthesis, which has been previously shown to work for other dendrimer families (Ornelas et al. [@CR70]; Petersen et al. [@CR71]; Tomalia et al. [@CR90]). As seen in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the PPDs were synthesized from a perylene diimide core up to the ninth-generation using these extended building blocks, and due to the quantitative and irreversible nature of the Diels-Alder cycloaddition, it was possible to obtain monodisperse samples of these dendrimers, as confirmed by MALDI-TOF (1.9 MDa g/mol). While other groups have been able to synthesize dendrimers up to such high generations, they were not able to achieve equivalent molecular weights and typically saw defects after the fourth or fifth generations (Ruiz et al. [@CR79]). Furthermore, TEM was used to determine the size and shape-persistent nature of the PPDs, and these macromolecules showed a diameter of \~ 33 nm, which represents one of the largest reported dendrimers ever.Fig. 5Polyphenylene dendrimer synthesized up to the ninth generation. (Reprinted with permission, copyright 2016, American Chemical Society) (Hammer and Müllen [@CR35])

It is critical to note the chemical functionalities within a dendrimer scaffold, as those species determine the hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature of the cavity, and, more importantly, the possibility to interact with guest molecules as a host system. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is an excellent tool to analyze the interactions between the host PPD and guest small molecules (Andreitchenko et al. [@CR1]; Bauer et al. [@CR7]; Chiad et al. [@CR18]; Jansen et al. [@CR42]; Köhn et al. [@CR46]; Schlupp et al. [@CR80]). Dendrimers that had unfunctionalized scaffolds (i.e., only had phenyl rings) were able to encapsulate unpolar small molecules (i.e., benzene, toluene, hexane), and ITC determined that this process was promoted through an entropically encouraged solvent exchange in solution. In contrast, when PPDs were chemically modified with polar scaffold groups (i.e., carboxylic acids, nitriles, nitro groups, esters) and exposed to polar molecules (acetonitrile, acetone, nitrobenzene, methanol), ITC identified that the binding between the dendrimer cavity and guest molecules was enthalpically driven through non-covalent forces (i.e., H-bridges, dipole interactions, π-πinteractions) (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6PPD scaffolds modified with polar or unpolar functionalities to tailor their encapsulation of guest species. (Reprinted with permission, copyright 2016, American Chemical Society) (Hammer and Müllen [@CR35])

This concept was expanded to make PPDs nanocarriers for small molecules. A third-generation PPD was synthesized with 12 carboxylic acids in the scaffold and exposed to proflavin hydrochloride (Bauer et al. [@CR7]). The intermolecular interactions between the cavity-based acid groups and the salt led the dendrimers to encapsulate 3--4 dye specifies per PPD, and these complexes even displayed solubility in unpolar solvents such as hexane and ether. This demonstrated a powerful ability to encapsulate polar species and act as a nanocarrier to transfer them through unpolar environments while maintaining the chemical structure.

While encapsulation and release studies are interesting, the significance of such experiments is real-world applications. With this in mind, attention shifted towards using these dendrimer nanocarriers as detectors for trace amounts of an explosive, triacetone peroxide (TATP) (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), a highly dangerous material even in small quantities. Fourth-generation PPDs were synthesized with 56 pyridyl groups throughout their scaffolds to act as anchoring points for TATP guest molecules. These macromolecules were coated onto a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) detector that was calibrated to account for residual materials from their synthesis (acetone, hydrogen peroxide, etc.), and a TATP-enriched nitrogen stream was flown over the sensors (Lubczyk et al. [@CR52]). It was found that gaseous TATP molecules interacted with the pyridiyl groups within the dendrimer scaffold on the QCM detector, and a limit of detection as low as 0.1 ppm was observed. This is well within the limits of a viable chemosensor for detecting even trace amounts of the TATP explosive and made the encapsulation and release characteristics of PPDs particularly intriguing.

While the encapsulation and release of small molecules within the scaffold of PPDs is important, the stability of the previously mentioned complexes is completely dependent on the intermolecular interactions between the host and guest molecules. Additionally, in applications such as therapeutic drug delivery, it is imperative to have a controlled release mechanism as to not unload the guest species prematurely. These are significant challenges to any dendrimer field, but especially for flexible dendrimers that can constantly undergo structural rearrangements based on their environment. When elastic dendrons expand and contract, it can limit intermolecular interactions or lead to the undesired leaching of the guest molecules. However, the rigid and shape-persistent nature of polyphenylene dendrimers can circumvent these obstacles if a controlled release mechanism of guest molecules out of the defined cavities were achieved. To this end, third-generation PPDs were synthesized with eight pyridyl binding sites throughout their scaffold and eight azobenzene functionalities between the first and second generation (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) (Nguyen et al. [@CR67]). As discussed in section "[It all starts with the core](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}," azobenzene groups can undergo a reversible *cis*/*trans* photoisomerization upon exposure to electromagnetic radiation and it was this rearrangement between the open (*trans*) and closed forms (*cis*) that was an attractive approach to sterically trap guest molecules within the dendrimer cavities. Open PPDs were exposed to a solution of *p*-nitrophenol with the intent that it would interact with the interior pyridyl groups and then the solution was irradiated with 365-nm light to force the *trans*-*cis* isomerization. In an effort to test the stability of the complexes, they were purified via multiple precipitations and washings with methanol, and it was determined that the closed dendrimers were able to stably trap two small molecules per dendrimer. When the PPDs were exposed to 450-nm light to convert them back to the *trans*-isomer the p-nitrophenol guest molecules were released, which represents a controlled release mechanism that means PPDs have overcome the two major obstacles of encapsulation and release: 1() they do not undergo structural rearrangements due to their rigid backbone and (2) they have a controlled release mechanism to prevent premature leaching.Fig. 7Photo-switchable PPDs for studies of stable encapsulation and release with small molecules. (Reprinted with permission, copyright 2012, American Chemical Society) (Nguyen et al. [@CR67])

While the aforementioned stimuli-responsive PPDs demonstrated the ability to stably encapsulate two small molecules with a triggered release mechanism some applications require a higher encapsulation efficiency, alternative approaches to increase the number of guest species occurred. One such approach was to synthesize dendrimers with binding sites in their scaffold where guest molecules could be covalently connected to the PPDs through cleavable linkages. Second-generation PPDs were made with eight thiol groups throughout their interior to increase the scaffold's polarity and act as binding sites for small molecules (Hammer et al. [@CR36]; Hammer and Müllen [@CR35]). These materials were exposed to thiol-functionalized nitrophenol derivatives and were bonded to the PPDs through oxidative disulfide bond formation with the interior thiols. Despite washing the conjugates with tetrahydrofuran (THF) multiple times (i.e., a good solvent for both the host and guest molecules) it was found that each dendrimer could bind up to four guest species, and the conjugates were stable to various solvents, even at elevated temperatures (\~ 65 °C). Upon exposing the PPD conjugates to reductive conditions (dithiothreitol) the disulfide bonds were cleaved to release the guest nitrophenol groups. This process increased the loading capacity of the dendrimers as compared to the previous example, and the ability to reversibly attach small molecules within the scaffold of PPDs with a controlled release mechanism represents an appealing candidate for encapsulation and release applications.

What is on the outside matters {#Sec5}
==============================

The surface functionalization of polyphenylene dendrimers influences their solubility and intermolecular interactions with other molecules (Dvornic [@CR22]; Bauer et al. [@CR6]; Fréchet and Hawker [@CR26]; Gillies et al. [@CR28]; Hammer and Müllen [@CR35]). At the early stages of the PPD field, they were synthesized with mainly phenyl groups on the dendrimer exterior that led to modest solubility in hydrophobic solvents and limited intermolecular interactions (Wiesler et al. [@CR100]). This was the result of a focus on using PPDs as nanographene precursors, which did not require the incorporation of heteroatoms at the time (Watson et al. [@CR96]; Wu et al. [@CR103]). However, as synthetic techniques and the imagination of chemists evolved, so too did the introduction of new functional groups onto the surface of PPDs. Early syntheses produced dendrimers with carboxylic acids, imines, nitriles, alcohols, or esters on their periphery, and a significant change in their solubilities and interactions with other molecules was seen (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}) (Dong et al. [@CR20]; Lauter et al. [@CR48]; Sun et al., [@CR87]). Due to the limited solubility of unfunctionalized PPDs (i.e., only phenyl rings on the surface), they tend to aggregate into micron size particles through the interdigitation of their dendrons, especially in polar solvents (Baluschev et al. [@CR5]; Clark et al. [@CR19]; Grimsdale and Müllen [@CR31]; Hussain et al. [@CR40]). Yet, by adding polar groups to the dendrimer surface, a significant increase in their solubility was observed that gave rise to a decrease in their aggregation because of the repulsive forces between surface functionalities.Fig. 8Second-generation PPD with polar surface functionalities. (Reprinted with permission, copyright 2016, American Chemical Society) (Hammer and Müllen [@CR35])

One of the first examples of chemically modifying the surface of PPDs and studying the results was when second-generation dendrimers were synthesized with 16 cyano-groups on their surface. These groups underwent an "a posteriori" basic hydrolysis to yield 16 carboxylic acids on the dendrimers. Single-molecule spectroscopy (SMS) looked at the interactions with these polar PPDs and a cyanine dye pinacyanol and it was determined that at low concentrations two dye groups could penetrate into the dendrimer scaffold but at higher concentrations they formed ion pairs with the carboxylic acids on the surface (Köhn et al. [@CR46]; Zhang et al. [@CR107]). Not only did this process demonstrate a concept to polarize PPDs but it also led to a concentration-based interaction with guest species to form either encapsulated hosts or dendrimers coated with the dye.

By changing the surface groups on PPDs, it is possible to manipulate their intermolecular interactions with guest molecules, and these variations can be applied for use as the active layer in QCM detectors as a method to detect a wide range of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Bachar et al. [@CR4]; Bayn et al. [@CR9]; Schlupp et al. [@CR80]). Devices were fabricated where the active layer was composed of second-generation dendrimers that had surfaces modified with either carboxylic acids, nitriles, or diphenylmethyleneamines. These detectors were exposed to gaseous molecules (i.e., acetophenone, aniline, benzonitrile) and, using positron emission tomography (PET), it was determined that each active layer could uptake \~ 5 × 10^15^ of the gaseous, polar molecules. This study represented an impressive advancement relating how synthetic chemical modifications of dendrimers can impact their intermolecular interactions with guest molecules and how those interactions can influence the location of small molecules (i.e., either with the dendrimer scaffold or around their exterior).

In addition to tuning the solubilities of PPDs through surface modifications, it is also possible to manipulate their assembly properties in the active layer of a device. For example, PPDs were synthesized with dithiolane or thiomethyl groups on their surface and mixed with gold nanoparticles to form nanocomposites, which were used as a selective layer in a chemoresistor sensor for VOCs (John and Tour [@CR43]; Lee et al. [@CR49]; Tan et al. [@CR88]; Taubert et al. [@CR89]; Zhang et al. [@CR108], [@CR109]). The dendrimer stabilized nanocomposites led to an increased detection of organic solvents such as benzene, toluene, and trichlorobenzene. Alternatively, dithiolane functionalized PPDs were synthesized from a four-armed perylene diimide (PDI) core and used as a ligand spacer between a silver plate and sphere. This nanoscopic assembly of the dendrimers led to plasmonic gap resonance of the PDI core due to the molecularly thick layer between the plane and sphere, and this led to the quenching of its fluorescence onto the silver plate yet a fluorescence amplification of \~ 1000 times on the silver sphere through plasmonic resonators (Hussain et al. [@CR40]; Liu et al. [@CR51]; Taubert et al. [@CR89]).

It is also possible to surface-functionalize polyphenylene dendrimers with polymers to even further control their properties. Dendrimers were synthesized and using an a posteriori grafting techniques, atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) initiators have been placed on their surface. Poly(2-hydroxylethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA)-b-poly (styrene) (PS) (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} molecule 12) and PS-b-PHEMA (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} molecule 11) diblock copolymers were grown from the PPD exterior to achieve stimuli-responsive polymer shells around the dendrimers (i.e., undergo conformational rearrangements depending on their environment) (Hammer and Müllen [@CR35]; Yin et al. [@CR106]) When the macromolecules were dissolved in a good solvent for both blocks, the hydrodynamic radius of the dendrimers was \~ 15.6 nm, but when exposed to a poor solvent for on block (5 vol.% methanol in THF for PS), the radius collapsed to \~ 8.5 nm. By introducing amphiphilic diblock copolymers to the dendrimer surface, it was possible to expand their solubility, while also incorporating a stimuli-responsive exterior coating for controlling the size and surface function of the PPDs.Fig. 9Polymer functionalized PPDs. (Reprinted with permission, copyright 2016, American Chemical Society) (Hammer and Müllen [@CR35])

Another "multicore shell" dendrimer design involved growing PS-b-PAA diblock copolymers (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} molecule 10) from the surface of PPDs (Yin et al. [@CR106]). The acrylic acids of the dendrimers were used to coordinate titanium dioxide (TiO~2~) nanoparticles resulting in polymer composites, and the hydrophobic PPD and PS components were removed by sequential hydrolysis, condensation and calcination to achieve hollow nanocomposites (Zhi et al. [@CR111]). By changing the dendrimer size, PS block length was possible to control the open volume of the hallow nanocavities, while the PAA layer was utilized to change the template size. This process efficiently achieved hollow metal oxide composites with tuneable dimensions that have shown promise in catalysis, VOCs sensing, and lithium ion battery applications.

A very significant challenge to all fields of dendrimer chemistry is the synthesis of well-defined, asymmetric macromolecules with controlled chemical properties (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}) (Gillies and Fréchet [@CR27]). Yet, the synthetic versatility of PPDs, and their cyclopentadienone building blocks, has made it possible to achieve such complex structures. Four-arm, asymmetric PPDs have been synthesized with one arm possessing an anchoring group such as an amine, carboxylic acid, amide, or alkyl chloride that was utilized to attach the dendrimers to surfaces and act as binding sites for proteins (Walther and Müller [@CR94]; Yang et al. [@CR105]). Another approach led to the synthesis of a first-generation PPD with a single biotin unit on one dendron while the other three arms possessed perylenemonoimide (PMI) groups. Upon mixing these asymmetric macromolecules with Tween 20 detergent, the biotin anchoring site interacted with the surfactant to form dendritic complexes. Furthermore, these dendrimers were observed to bind the protein streptavidin at the biotin anchor site, which resulted in the PMI units acting as a fluorescent tag for the protein (Minard-Basquin et al. [@CR57]).Fig. 10PPDs asymmetrically modified with different polar groups. (Reprinted with permission, copyright 2016, American Chemical Society) (Hammer and Müllen [@CR35])

Recently, there has been a strong focus on using dendrimers in biological applications such as cell uptake or gene therapies and as nanocarriers for therapeutic drugs, because of the ability to synthesize chemically defined and monodisperse materials (Kannan et al. [@CR44]). For polyphenylene dendrimers, one of the first approaches involved first- and second-generation PPDs functionalized with surface-bound amine groups that were used to couple the C-terminus-activated carboxylic acid group of poly (L-lysine) (Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}) (Dong et al. [@CR20]; Koynov et al. [@CR47]; Mondeshki et al. [@CR58]). These dendrimer-amino acid complexes were water-soluble, and the length of the peptide chain influenced the conformation of the assembly. When a small to medium or large peptides was attached to PPDs they formed α-helical or β-sheet structures, respectively.Fig. 11Synthesis of poly (L-lysine) from the surface of PPDs (Reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons (2015)) (Dong et al. [@CR20]; Koynov et al. [@CR47]; Mondeshki et al. [@CR58])

Alternatively, dendrimers modified with ATRP surface initiators were employed to polymerize 2-tertbutoxycarbonylaminoethyl methacrylate, and after removing the t-boc groups, the resulting surface amines could stably complex with DNA and plasmid DNA, even at low concentrations (Dong et al. [@CR20]; Koynov et al. [@CR47]; Mondeshki et al. [@CR58]). Furthermore, when these dendrimers were built around a PDI core, they could be used for in vivo studies as a fluorescent tag, and they were applied to stain the extracellular matrix (EDM) in animal tissues at physiological PHs. When the surface-bound amine groups were quanternized to their ammonium cations they could even transport through cell membranes. Additional experiments revealed that these PPDs complexed with RNA sequences that target the mid-gut chitinase gene (CHT10-dsRNA) in Asian corn borer and could suppress the developmental gene expression (i.e., prevents growth). These dendrimer/RNA assemblies were orally fed to freshly hatched larvae, which stunted their growth, and this is one of the first reported non-viral gene therapies that demonstrated the ability to control gene expression.

Many synthetic molecules that are successful in biological applications are actually modeled to mimic naturally occurring compounds such as therapeutic drugs, proteins, and fatty acids. Thus, a tremendous accomplishment in the field of polyphenylene dendrimers was the synthesis of "patched" surface dendrimers that had equal quantities of nonpolar (propyl chain) and polar (sulfonic acid) groups. (Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}) (Stangenberg et al. [@CR84], [@CR85], Stangenberg et al. [@CR86]). Ideally, the propyl chains were intended to interact with nonpolar species (fats, oils, etc.) and the sulfonic acids increasing the water solubility and intermolecular interactions with polar molecules, with the shape-persistent nature of PPDs preventing any conformational rearrangements of those groups based on their environment. A clever detail of this design was the minute distances between the propyl and sulfonic acid groups on the dendrimer surface, because this led to local areas of contrasting polar and unpolar regimes, which produced frustrated solvent structures. Here, the PPDs were soluble in water and polar organic solvents (THF, acetone, methanol) and experiments determined that the solvent molecules were actually trapped at the different regimes around the dendrimer instead of fully solvating the macromolecules. Experiments were carried out with first through third generations of these patched surface dendrimers to bind 16-DOXYL-stearic acid, a spin-labeled fatty acid, and complex doxorubicin (anti-cancer therapeutic drug), as compared to human serum albumin (HSA), a naturally occurring HSA protein. Studies showed that the PPD could bind nine 16-DOXYL-stearic acids while the HSA could only bind seven, and both macromolecules could encapsulate one doxorubicin molecule and successfully transferred it into human lung carcinoma cells. It should be noted that cell lysis and fluorimetry revealed a much higher cell uptake for PPDs versus HSA. Furthermore, cell viability studies were carried out using zebrafish embryos (6--72 h post-fertilization) and the PPD and HSA demonstrated minimal cell toxicity, while a positively charged poly (amidoamine) (PAMAM) reference dendrimer displayed significantly higher toxicities. An even more significant accomplishment of these patched surface dendrimers was that they showed the ability to cross the ever-challenging blood-brain barrier (BBB) and even penetrate the tightly packed brain endothelial cells at up to a 37% efficiency.Fig. 12PPDs with a "patched" surface functionalization that were used for cell uptake and drug complexation experiments (Reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons (2014)). (Stangenberg et al. [@CR84], [@CR85], Stangenberg et al. [@CR86])

While these results were very encouraging, it was still necessary to understand the fundamental forces behind the high cell uptake and low toxicity of patched surface dendrimers, so a series of experiments were designed to observe the influence and the type and relative ratios of the polar and nonpolar groups. First- and second-generation dendrimers were synthesized with sulfonic, carboxylic, or phosphonic acids as the polar group, and n-propyl, butyl, hexyl, or isopropyl chains as the nonpolar functionality to observe the influence of the type of chemical modification (Hammer et al. [@CR37]). Additionally, PPDs were synthesized with either a 1:1 or 2:1 ratio of polar/nonpolar groups (i.e., two sulfonic acids per one propyl chain) to investigate how the relative ratio influences their properties. Results confirmed that the size (generation) and type of polar or nonpolar functionality did not affect the high cell uptake into human lung carcinoma cells or low cytotoxicity (\< 10%) of the dendrimers. However, a significant development determined that increasing the ratio of polar/nonpolar groups from 1:1 to 2:1 M equivalents resulted in a severe decrease in cell uptake and increased cell toxicity of the dendrimers since they were observed to aggregate on the cell membranes, as confirmed by confocal microscopy. This suggested that the chemical modification of patched surface PPDs with various polar and nonpolar groups did not influence their interactions with cells, but it was the delicate 1:1 M balance between these species that forms an optimal lipophilic shell around the dendrimers to promote efficient cell uptake with minimal toxicity. The understanding that it is not solely the chemical modifications of patched surface dendrimers that influences their properties, but also the lipophilic balance of their exterior is a major achievement, and provides an understanding how to rationally design molecular biomimics in the future.

3-D polyphenylene dendrimers to functional 2-D nanographenes {#Sec6}
============================================================

Dendrimers are considered monodisperse, 3-D globular structures, and many dendrimer structures are restricted to these morphologies (Newkome and Shreiner [@CR66]). But one of the most impressive abilities of polyphenylene dendrimers is their ability to be converted from 3-D globular macromolecules to 2-D nanographene derivatives, as this unique process has led to the synthesis of molecularly defined graphenes with tremendous electronic and mechanical properties (Türp et al. [@CR93]; Watson et al. [@CR96]) Such characteristics of graphenic materials are dependent on its uniformity, both geometrically and chemically, any integration of heteroatoms (i.e., nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, boron, halides), aspect ratio that can determine its band gap (i.e., length to width ratio of the molecule), and the edge structure (Narita et al. [@CR65]). While many "top down" approaches produce large amounts of graphene derivatives, these products typically lack definition in most of the aforementioned areas that dictate properties, so attention has shifted towards more "bottom up" synthetic strategies because they afford control over the size and chemical modification of the graphene species. One of the first reported syntheses of nanographenes occurred when polyphenylene dendrimers were synthesized through repetitive Diels-Alder cycloaddition reactions as illustrated in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} (Wu et al. [@CR103]). After the dendritic ribbon was formed, it was exposed to FeCl~3~ to induce a cyclodehydrogenation of the ribbon into a 2-D graphene nanoribbon, which represented one of the first examples of synthesizing a well-defined graphene derivative (Bieri et al. [@CR12]; Müller and Müllen [@CR63]; Narita et al. [@CR65]; Andreitchenko et al. [@CR1]; Wu et al. [@CR103]). While limited solubility stunted the ability to achieve large or chemical modifications at the time, this process ignited the imagination of synthetic to pursue more complex graphenic structures. Thus, PPDs were the first reported graphene precursors where their synthetic details (i.e., geometry and size) could be used to tailor the graphene structures, and, more importantly, the properties of those molecules (Angelova et al. [@CR2]; Dössel et al. [@CR21]; El Hamaoui et al. [@CR23]; Müller and Müllen [@CR63]; Narita et al. [@CR64], [@CR65]; Rao et al. [@CR76]; Schlütter et al. [@CR81]; Wu et al. [@CR104])Fig. 13Introducing polyphenylenes as precursors for graphene nanoribbons

Recent advances in the field of PPDs as precursors for synthetic graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have involved attaching solubilizing chains on the edges of the macromolecules to improve solution processing, controlling the edge structure, and introducing heteroatoms into the system.

Figure [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a sequence of reactions that converted a linear PPD into one of the largest GNRs recorded with widths \~ 1.0 nm and lengths up to 600 nm. These materials displayed more promising charge carrier mobilities and electronic properties as compared to their semiconducting polymer counterparts, and they had a band gap of \~ 1.88 eV. This is significant as graphene does not inherently have a band gap so it is necessary to utilize geometric confinement in the molecule to induce a band gap, which is required for the electronic applications due to the necessity to turn the devices on and off. Previously, our group has been able to synthesize GNRs with band gaps between 1.2 and 3.6 eV, which represents the ability to determine their electronic properties based on synthetic design (Narita et al. [@CR64], [@CR65]). A new era of graphene synthesis was established when we accessed GNR no longer by classical polymer synthesis in solution but rather by the polymerization of suitable monomers after their immobilization on surfaces. This offered the additional advantage of monitoring the GNR formation by scanning tunneling microscopy. The ability to synthetically control the dimensions, uniformity, and electronic band structure of GNRs has opened the door to the next generation of graphene-based semiconductors. Furthermore, GNRs, depending on the nature of their periphery, can possess edge localized states whose associated spins offer an entry into spintronics (Ruffieux et al. [@CR78]). The limited stability of GNRs with the required zigzag edges made another approach particularly valuable: there we synthesized GNRs, again via repetitive Diels-Alder polymerization and subsequent cyclodehydrogenation of the twisted precursor polyphenylenes, but at the same time attached stable radicals at the peripheries. These radical centers would then inject their spin density into the semiconducting GNRs (Slota et al. [@CR83]), thus furnishing stable GNRs with spins at their edges.Fig. 14Processable graphene nanoribbons from polyphenylene precursors (Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group (2014)). (Narita et al. [@CR65])

Looking forward {#Sec7}
===============

Polyphenylene dendrimers represent a special class of macromolecules because of their combination of structural perfection, shape-persistence, stability, and versatile syntheses. The initial stages of PPD chemistry were mainly used to transform 3-D structures into molecularly defined nanographenes, and this has stimulated the field of synthetic graphene to this day. Yet, as synthetic processes have expanded, it has made even more complicated structures possible and this has led to applications ranging from organic electronics to molecular biomimics. The synthetic versatility and stability of PPDs is what allows their targeted chemical functionalization with a tremendous number of chemical species (i.e., hydrophobic or hydrophilic groups, polymers, peptides, binding agents), and through this synthetic ingenuity new applications have been realized. PPDs have been used as the active layer in organic electronics, VOC detectors for their ability to make uniform and responsive layers; weakly coordinating ions for their capacity to shield interior ions with their shape-persistent dendrons, hosts for the encapsulation of guest molecules with triggered release mechanisms, and even as nanocarriers to transport therapeutic drugs across cell membranes. These accomplishments are a result of synthetic advancements combined with the versatility to functionalize PPDs at all three levels (i.e., core, scaffold, and surface) to tailor their properties.

It is now necessary to shift focus towards the future and complementing innovative synthetic strategies with their controlled assembly in route to the next generation of material's applications. It has already been shown that PPDs have high cell uptake and low toxicity, and transport therapeutic drugs through cell membranes. Yet, this is not enough for clinical trials because it is necessary to improve the loading capacity of such nanocarriers while introducing more efficient release mechanisms to fabricate even better cancer treatments. Furthermore, most macromolecule-based cancer therapeutics rely on the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect, but this is statistically insufficient at effectively finding and penetrating cancer cells, which encourages chemically modifying dendrimers with targeting agents to significantly improve their selective uptake into cancer cells.

Dendrimers represent a fantastic field of chemistry where synthesis and application can bond towards achieving solutions most other fields cannot, but it is in pursuing the next and more challenging obstacles that creativity and understanding must be introduced. It is time to move past comfortable experiments with well-documented materials in hopes of stumbling across a new application and instead strive to realize the next synthetic breakthrough towards macromolecules that were previously unimaginable and which also have the desired assembly behavior encoded.
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